Drs. Foster and Smith Cat Beds
Drs. Foster & Smith Educational Staff

our cat leaves no household surface unscathed in her search for perfect
sleep. Wicker baskets, a sunkissed sofa table, even an open drawer lined
with sweaters – she's tried them all. Hiding is second nature, and all cats need a
private, secure place to sleep.
Observe your cat's habits carefully to see what she prefers,
whether she likes to burrow into blankets, crawl inside cozy
quarters, or snuggle into something incredibly soft. Then, try
one of our beds. Each delivers the snuggly comfort she craves
and measures up to the high quality standards you expect. Just
look for our logo.

Nesters
For cats that prefer the security of enveloping walls, our Nests
are ideal. They’re made with a high-density, orthopedic foam
core base and sides. Your cat rests upon, and is surrounded by,
a soft yet supportive sleep surface and an incredibly soft lining
– imitation lambswool or plush berber.
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Blanket Burrowers
For cats that love to go under the covers, Hide-a-Way Bed is a bed and blanket all in one. She'll crawl under the attached
blanket "roof" and rest peacefully upon the thick MiracleLoft® cushion with zippered liner and cover.

Sink-In Snugglers
Sometimes, it's the things you can't see that make a great bed. When your cat snuggles into one of our cradling Slumber Balls,
it's the exclusive MiracleLoft® polyfil inside that keeps her coming back. Our special manufacturing process "bends" the
polyfil fibers several more times per inch than our competitors' polyfil. That means it resists compressing beautifully.

Fabric Choices
Made for comfort, made to last.

Traditional
Slumber Nest®

Hide-a-Way
Cat Bed

Peppered Paws
Deluxe Slumber Ball
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